Initiation of P22 procapsid assembly in vivo.
The procapsids of all double-stranded DNA phages have a unique portal vertex, which is the locus of DNA packaging and DNA injection. Procapsid assembly is also initiated at this vertex, which is defined by the presence of a cyclic dodecamer of the portal protein. Assembly of the procapsid shell of phage P22 requires the gene 5 coat protein and the gene 8 scaffolding protein. We report here that removal of gene product (gp) 1 portal protein of P22 by mutation does not slow the rate of polymerization of coat and scaffolding subunits into shells, indicating that the portal ring is dispensable for shell initiation. Mutant scaffolding subunits specified by tsU172 copolymerize with coat subunits into procapsids at restrictive temperature, and also correctly autoregulate their synthesis. However, the shell structures formed from the temperature-sensitive scaffolding subunits fail to incorporate the portal ring and the three minor DNA injection proteins. This mutation identifies a domain of the scaffolding protein specifically involved in organization of the portal vertex. The results suggest that it is a complex of the scaffolding protein that initiates procapsid assembly and organizes the portal ring.